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Abstract:

The paper extends Moschovakis higher-order type theory of acyclic recursion by adding type polymorphism.
We extend the type system of the theory to model parametric information that pertains to underspecified types.
Different kinds of type polymorphism are presented via type variables and recursion constructs for alternative,
disjunctive type assignments. Based on the new type system, we extend the reduction calculus of the theory
of acyclic recursion. We motivate the type polymorphism with examples from English language.

1

INTRODUCTION

A sequence of papers (Moschovakis, 1989;
Moschovakis, 1994; Moschovakis, 1997) introduced a new approach to the notion of algorithm, by
the mathematical concept of recursion. The approach
uses a formal language of recursion and fine semantic
distinctions between denotations and algorithms
computing the denotations. That work was on
untyped theory of algorithms and was the basis of
(Moschovakis, 2006), which introduced typed theory
Lλar of acyclic recursion, as formalization of the
concepts of algorithmic meaning in typed models.
Lλar was introduced for primary application to algorithmic semantics of human language, by considering
semantics of programming languages, where a given
denotation can be computed by different algorithms.
Work on extending the expressive power of Lλar
was initiated in (Loukanova, 2016; Loukanova,
2013a; Loukanova, 2011b). The class of formal languages and theories of typed acyclic recursion, collectively, is a formal system, which we call the typed
theory of acyclic recursion (TTofAR).
TTofAR has potentials for applications to algorithmic semantics of formal and natural languages.
What makes the work highly demanding is one of the
distinctive features of human languages — semantic
ambiguities and underspecification. Ambiguous language expressions are interpreted depending on context information, and often, even in context, specific
interpretations can be parametric. Thus, intelligent
language processing requires computational integration of syntax with semantics that allows underspec-

ified representations. Availability of computational
models of context are essential for specific interpretations and disambiguation. However, it is important to
provide representations in underspecified forms, before context information can select specific interpretations. Thus, it is important to develop computational theory that represents parametric information
as such. Furthermore, parametric components can be
about unknown types of objects, not only underspecified objects of fully known types. This paper is on
development of a theory for computational semantics
that maintains parametric types.
Among the formal languages, we consider applications of TTofAR to semantics of programming languages, languages used in database systems and various areas of Artificial Intelligence (AI). There is realization in contemporary developments and technologies, related to language processing, that they are
more successful by using language constructs with
parametric or otherwise underspecified types. In programming languages and formal languages of type
theory, this is provided by techniques classified as
polymorphism. See, e.g., the classic work (Cardelli
and Wegner, 1985). In large-scale computational
grammars of human language, underspecification has
become important subject, see e.g., (Copestake et al.,
2005), work which, while not fully formalized, has
been used in implementations. For providing such
applications, our paper extends Lλar by adding polymorphism to its type system.
Semantic ambiguities are among the core, open
problems in language processing. While a broad
spectrum of semantic theories have been seeking so-
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lutions, here we only mention theories that, according to us, have underlain research and applications in
the areas related to processing of human language that
includes computational semantics. Montague’s Intensional Logic (IL), see (Thomason, 1974), introduced
the first significant approach to computational semantics, which also included representation of semantical
ambiguities. IL was extended by (Gallin, 1975) to
handle hidden quantification over possible wolds and
times, which was the basis of extended, Montague
style grammars, e.g., (Muskens, 1995), and more recently (Villadsen, 2010) . On the side of comprehensive, logical approaches to information and semantics,
(Barwise, 1981) was the first to introduce a computational approach to the concepts of partiality, semantic parameters, and restricted parameters in logic approaches to information. While TTofAR, including
Lta
ar introduced here, extend (Gallin, 1975), and by that
Montague IL, TTofAR delimit Situation Theory to
functional systems. This is done by representing settheoretic relations with their characteristic functions,
via standard Curry encodings (when possible and reasonable), and to acyclic recursion, i.e., to computations that close-off, via mutual recursion that ends after certain number of steps. TTofAR essentially extend Gallin logic, and logic systems based on it, by
adding expressiveness for algorithmic semantics and
semantic denotations, i.e., denotational and algorithmic semantics. By Lta
ar , we extend the expressiveness
of Lλar for handling underspecified information by type
polymorphism, which is also acyclic with respect to
computations. The system Lta
ar offers unique formalization of underspecification in information and semantics, via integration of polymorphism with computations that close-off. This makes it valuable theory, as a mathematical model of algorithms that can
be underspecified, and for applications.
The untyped theory of recursion (Moschovakis,
1997; Moschovakis, 1989) is applied in (Hurkens
et al., 1998) to model reasoning. The potentials of
Lλar , with typed recursion, have been used in various applications. Application of Lλar to logic programming in linguistics and cognitive science is given
in (Van Lambalgen and Hamm, 2004). A sequence
of papers (Loukanova, 2016; Loukanova, 2013c;
Loukanova, 2013b; Loukanova, 2013a; Loukanova,
2012a; Loukanova, 2012b; Loukanova, 2011b;
Loukanova, 2011c; Loukanova, 2011d; Loukanova,
2011e; Loukanova, 2011a) and (Loukanova and
Jiménez-López, 2012) along extending the original
Lλar , applied TTofAR to computational semantics and
computational syntax-semantics interface of human
language. By adding polymorphism, Lta
ar offers potentials for varieties of applications.

The following sections are concise introduction to
the theory of Lta
ar . We give motivation from computational semantics of human language, because Lta
ar
has direct potentials for applications to computerized processing of human language, including largescale, computational grammars of human language
and NLP for AI.

2

MOTIVATION FOR
UNDERSPECIFIED TYPES

In this section, we present some motivation for introducing parametric types in a type system, i.e., in this
paper, by extending Lλar . The general idea is that parametric types can be left underspecified when there is
not enough information to designate fully specified
types. Further specification (which still can be parametric) of a parametric type can be refined depending
on environment. In order to reach readers from varying research areas, including AI, we present the usefulness of parametric types by examples from human
language, with the special case of English. The motivation holds for other natural and formal languages,
and applications, e.g., in databases and other information sciences, when there is underspecified data dependent on possibilities for further instantiations.
Human language is abundant of different kinds of
ambiguities, e.g., see (Loukanova, 2010) for a classification along with representative examples. Some
semantic ambiguities can be associated with corresponding syntactic categories and parsings, while
there are purely semantic ambiguities that can not
be distinguished syntactically. In any case, semantic interpretations need formal representations by expressions, i.e., terms of a formal theory that provides
mathematical medium for semantic interpretations.
In formal and computational grammars of human language, the grammatical function of a modifier in syntax is associated with varieties of syntactic categories. Notoriously, a modifier can contribute
to semantic ambiguities, some of which can correspond to syntactic ambiguities, e.g., as for the sentence (1a) in (1b)–(1d). The semantic difference between the two parsings (1b) (1c) is explicit. To represent the semantics of (1b), one needs a term, in
which [in Pittsburgh]PP is rendered to a subterm of
type (e
e→e
e), which is appropriate for both nominal expressions (i.e., common nouns and more complex NOMs) and verb phrases. Depending on semantic theory and available information, one may assume
that the semantics of (1c) and (1d) are approximately
the same or, alternatively, that (1d) has no reasonable
meaning. So, with this limitation, there is no need
393
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of parametric type to represent the semantics of the
sentence (1a), which can be rendered by using underspecified terms of Lλar , but without involving parametric types.
John bought the car.

(1a)

[John [[bought]V
[the [car [in Pittsburgh]PP ]NOM ]NP ]VP ]S

(1b)

[John [[[bought]V
(1c)
[the [car]NOM ]NP ]VP [in Pittsburgh]PP ]VP ]S
[[John [[bought]V
(1d)
[the [car]NOM ]NP ]VP ]S [in Pittsburgh]PP ]S
Similarly to prepositional phrases (PPs), adverbs syntactically can be either verbal or sentence modifiers.
E.g., the adverb “amusedly ” in a sentence like “The
comedian was presenting his new joke amusedly.” can
contribute to different parsings with corresponding,
different semantic interpretations. The entire class
of grammatical modifiers, across syntactic categories,
would benefit from polymorphic type assignment to
modifiers. In this paper, we present motivation for
type polymorphism with the shorter sentence (2a),
which does not involve tense, aspects, and transitive
verbs in the VP, while shares a common pattern of
grammatical modification. The adverb “disturbingly”
in (2a) can be either a verbal modifier, e.g., as in the
parsing (2b), or a sentence modifier, as in (2c).
Jerry barks disturbingly.
[[Jerry]NP [[barks]VP disturbingly]VP ]S
[[Jerry [barks]VP ]S disturbingly]S

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

Semantically, with the parsing (2b), the sentence can
be used to describe a situation where the action of
barking itself is explicitly disturbing as a physical action, e.g., Jerry himself may be disturbed and sound
that way. In such cases, we can render the adverb
“disturbingly” into a constant of type appropriate for
modifiers of VP, i.e., ((e
e → et) → (e
e → et)), as in (10),
and the sentence into a formal term of Lλar , as in (11b)–
(11f).
In other contexts, a parsing corresponding to (2c),
with the adverb “disturbingly” as a sentence modifier,
requires a different type (et → et), as in (12), which is
appropriate for semantics of sentences, represented by
(13a)–(13f). E.g., this is needed when the sentence is
used to describe a situation that is disturbing, not necessarily because the barking action is disturbing per
se, but in other aspects. E.g., Jerry himself may not be
disturbed, and his action of barking may not be physically disturbing by itself at all, while the situation described by the component sentence [Jerry [barks]VP ]S
is disturbing for other participants, i.e., agents, in the
described environment.
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For these examples and their representation in Lλar ,
see (Loukanova, 2012a), which initiated representation om grammatical modifiers by underspecified recursion. Here we need to stress that the technique
for using underspecified Lλar -terms, where the underspecification covers only the presence of free, i.e., underspecified, recursion variables of Lλar , as presented
in (Loukanova, 2012a), requires extending the theory
Lλar by adding parametric types and extending the entire reduction system of Lλar . This is the topic of this
paper.
We introduce the extended formal system in the
following sections. Then, in Section 7, we demonstrate the superiority of the extended theory Lλar . At
first, we give alternative formal representations of the
semantics of (2b)–(2b) by using the original Lλar , without parametric types. Then, we present the semantic
ambiguity of (2a) as semantic underspecification, by
terms of the extended Lλar .
In this paper, we show that the use of the technique
of underspecification, extended by adding parametric,
underspecified types, is representative for handling
semantic ambiguity. In particular, we apply it for representing underspecified ambiguities of the grammatical function of modification in human language. Instead of rendering a sentence into alternative formal
terms, for all possible interpretations, when it is not
known which one may be appropriate in different contexts, and with respect to different agents, it is better
to render all of them into a single underspecified term
with underspecified recursion variables and parametric types. Then, the parameters can be instantiated
suitably depending on contexts and agents having additional information.
We shall provide renderings of this sentence in
Section 7, after we present the necessary definitions
of the extended, polymorphic, formal system Lλar .

3

TYPES

We extend the type system of Lλar , by adding a formal
sub-language TypesLtaar (abbreviated as Types).
Basic Type Constants: BTypes = { e, t, s },
where e is for entities (individuals); t for truth values;
s for states, i.e., context information
Type Variables: TV = { ζi | i = 0, 1, . . . }
Types TypesLtaar : defined recursively (in BNF)
θ :≡ e | t | s | σ | (τ → σ) |
type

(3a)
type

τ0 where { ϑ1 : = T1 , . . . , ϑm : = Tm }

(3b)

where τ, σ, τ0 ∈ Types; ϑ j ∈ TV; T j are nonempty,
type

finite sets of types ( j = 0, . . . , m), such that { ϑ1 : =
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type

T1 , . . . , ϑm : = Tm } satisfies the Acyclicity Constraint
AC 1.
Acyclicity Constraint AC 1. For any pairwise different ϑ j ∈ TV and nonempty, finite sets T j of types
type

type

( j = 0, . . . , m), { ϑ1 : = T1 , . . . , ϑm : = Tm } is acyclic
iff there is rank : { ϑ1 , . . . , ϑm } −→ N, such that
• if ϑ j occurs freely in Ti then rank(ϑ j ) < rank(ϑi ).

We call the type terms that have free occurrences
of type variables underspecified types. Some useful
notations:

 σ0
type
type
A0 where { ϑ1 : = T1 , . . . , ϑm : = Tm }
{ pσ1 1 := Aσ1 1 , . . . ,
σ
pσn n := Aσn n } 0

(7d)

where for n, m ≥ 0, cτ ∈ Kτ ; xτ ∈ PVτ ∪ RVτ ; vσ ∈
σ
RVσ ; A, B, Ai i ∈ Terms (i = 0, . . . , n); pi ∈ RVσi (i =
1, . . . , n); ϑ j ∈ TV; T j ⊂ Types are nonempty, finite
sets of types ( j = 1, . . . , m); such that the sequences:
type
type
{ ϑ1 : = T1 , . . . , ϑm : = Tm } and
σ1
σ1
σ
n
{ p1 := A1 , . . . , pn := Aσn n } satisfy the Acyclicity
Constraint AC 2.

e → t, the type of characteristic functions
(4a)
of sets of individuals
e
e ≡ (s → e), the type of state dependent
(4b)
entities, i.e., entity “concepts”
et ≡ (s → t), the type of state dependent truth,

Acyclicity Constraint AC 2. the sequences
type
type
{ ϑ1 : = T1 , . . . , ϑm : = Tm } and
σ1
σ1
σ
{ p1 := A1 , . . . , pn n := Aσn n } are (jointly) acyclic iff
for a function rank : { ϑ1 , . . . , ϑm , p1 , . . . , pn } −→ N,

The type (5) is for curryed functions from objects of
type τ1 , . . . , τn to objects of type σ; (5) has type variables as components, i.e. it is underspecified.

Informally, { pσ1 1 := Aσ1 1 , . . . , pσn n := Aσn n } defines
recursive step-wise computations of the values of Aσi i
(i.e., of their denotations), which are saved in pi . The
requirement rank(p j ) < rank(pi ), allows the value of
σ
Aσi i saved in pσi i to depend on the value of A j j saved
in pσj i , which occurs freely in Aσi i , and on the values of
pl , ϑk with rank lower than rank(p j ). By the acyclicity AC 2, the computations defined by the recursion assignments { pσ1 1 := Aσ1 1 , . . . , pσn n := Aσn n }, along

i.e., of state dependent propositions
eτ ≡ (s → τ), for τ ∈ TV
(4c)
(τ1 → · · · → (τn → σ)) σ, τi ∈ TV, n ≥ 0

(5)

The type variables, e.g., τ ∈ TV, which we use as a
specialized kind of recursion variables, introduced in
the following section, represent “unknown” or “partly
known” types, for which no, or only some, information is available. E.g.:
type

type

ϒ1 ≡ (τ1 → τ2 ) where { τ1 : = e, τ2 : = t }

(6a)

type

ϒ2 ≡ τ where { τ : = (τ1 → τ2 ),
type

type

τ1 : = e, τ2 : = t }

4

(6b)

SYNTAX

Lta
ar has typed vocabulary, i.e., for each τ ∈ Types:
Constants K: Kτ = {c0 τ , . . . , cτk , . . . },
Pure variables PV: PVτ = {v0 , v1 , . . .},
Recursion variables RV: RVτ = {r0 , r1 , . . .},
Pure and recursion variables can be of underspecified types, by type variables and alternative options
via sets of types assigned to type variables, in (3b).
The terms TermsLtaar (Terms): Recursively, in BNF:
A :≡ cτ | xτ |
 (σ→τ) σ τ
B
(C ) |
 σ τ (σ→τ)
λ v (B )
|

(7a)
(7b)

1. if p j occurs freely in Ai , then rank(p j ) < rank(pi )
2. if ϑ j occurs freely in Ti , then rank(ϑ j ) < rank(ϑi )
3. for pσi i := Aσi i , if ϑ j occurs freely in σi , then
rank(ϑ j ) < rank(pi )

type

type

with the type constraints { ϑ1 : = T1 , . . . , ϑm : = Tm },
terminate after a finite number of steps.
A type τ can be underspecified in two ways. (1)
τ can have free occurrences of type variables in it.
An underspecified type τ0 can be specified by adding
specifications of some of its free variables, in the form
of type constraints via type assignments: (2) Each
type
type assignment ϑ j : = T j binds the type variable ϑ j
disjunctively, so it can still carry disjunctively underspecified information, when T j has more than one element in it.
The terms (7d) of Lta
ar are essential for encoding
two-fold semantic information: denotational values
and algorithmic steps for computation of the denotational values. We leave the precise definitions of
denotational and algorithmic semantics outside of the
scope of this paper. Informally, the denotation of a
term of the form (7d), is computed from the parts
Aσi i , by mutual recursion following the rank, saving
the values on the way in pσi i .

(7c)
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5

6

REDUCTION CALCULUS

This section introduces the reduction system of Lta
ar ,
λ
which extends Lar .
Informally, congruence between terms (types) is
t

the smallest relation ≡c (≡c ) between terms (types)
that is reflexive, symmetric, transitive, and closed under: term formation, renaming bound variables, reordering of assignments, congruence of types. A type
τ ∈ Types is proper iff it is not a type variable, i.e.,
τ 6∈ TV, otherwise it is immediate.
Reduction Rules for Types:
Congruence
If τ ≡c σ, then τ ⇒t σ

(t-cong)

Transitivity
If τ ⇒t σ and σ ⇒t θ then τ ⇒t θ
Compositionality
If τ1 ⇒t τ2 and σ1 ⇒t σ2 , then
(τ1 → σ1 ) ⇒t (τ2 → σ2 )
If τi ⇒t σi , for i = 0, . . . , n, then
type

(t-trans)

(t-rep12)
(t-rep3)

type

The Head Rule for Types
(t-head)

→
− type →
→
− type →
−
τ0 where { ϑ : = τ } where { θ : = −
σ}
→
− type →
→
− type →
−
−
⇒t τ0 where { ϑ : = τ , θ : = σ }
given that no ϑi occurs free in any σ j ,
for i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m
The Bekič-Scott Rule for Types

(t-B-S)

→
− type →
−
τ0 where {ϑ : = σ0 where { θ : = σ } ,
→
− type →
ϑ : = −τ }
→
− type − →
− type −
type
⇒t τ0 where {ϑ : = σ0 , θ : = →
σ, ϑ := →
τ}
given that no θi occurs freely in any τ j ,
for i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m
type

S-subtype Rule
(S-subt)
For any type variables t1 , . . . ,tm ∈ TV and any
proper types τ1 , . . . , τn ,
{t1 , . . . ,tm , τ1 , . . . , τn }
type
⇒t {t1 , . . . ,tm , ϑ1 , . . . , ϑn } where {ϑ1 : = τ,
type

. . . , ϑn : = τ}

Reduction Rules for Terms: The set of the reduction rules for TermsLtaar extends the Lλar -reduction
(Moschovakis, 2006), by adding one more rule (typer) defined here, to the Lλar rules (cong), (trans), (rep1),
(rep3), (rep3), (head), (B-S), (recap), (ap), (λ).
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We give some of the major results (with proofs in an
extended paper) that are essential for the algorithmic
semantics of the language Lta
ar . We say that a type
τ ∈ Types is irreducible iff
t

for all σ ∈ Types, if τ ⇒ σ, then τ ≡c σ

(8)

for all B ∈ Terms, if A ⇒ B, then A ≡c B

(9)

We say that a term A ∈ Terms is irreducible iff

Theorem 1 (Canonical Form Theorem for Types).
For each type term τ ∈ Types, there is a unique, up
to congruence, irreducible type term cf(τ), such that:
1. (a) cf(τ) ≡ τ or

type

type

(b) cf(τ) ≡ τ0 where {ϑ1 : = τ1 , . . . , ϑn : = τn }
2. τ ⇒t cf(τ)
t

τo where {ϑ1 : = τ1 , . . . , ϑn : = τn }
type
type
⇒t σ0 where {ϑ1 : = σ1 , . . . , ϑn : = σn }

The Type Rule
If τ ⇒t σ, then Aτ ⇒ Aσ

KEY THEORETICAL
FEATURES OF Lta
ar

(type-r)

3. if τ ⇒t σ and σ is irreducible, then σ ≡c cf(τ), i.e.,
cf(τ) is the unique up to congruence irreducible
type to which τ can be reduced.
Theorem 2 (Canonical Form Theorem). For each
term Aτ , there are a unique, up to congruence, irreducible type cf(τ) and a unique, up to congruence,
irreducible term cf(Aτ ), such that:
1. (a) cf(Aτ ) ≡ Acf (τ ) or
τ
(b) cf(Aτ ) ≡ A00 where {p1 := Aτ11 , . . . , pn := Aτnn },
where cf(τ) ≡c τ0 ≡c cf(τ0 ) and
τi ≡c cf(τi ), for i = 1, . . . , n.
2. Aτ ⇒ cf(Aτ )
3. if Aτ ⇒ Bσ and Bσ is irreducible, then Bσ ≡c
cf(Aτ ), i.e., cf(Aτ ) is the unique up to congruence
irreducible term of irreducible type to which Aτ
can be reduced.
The proofs of the above theorems use induction
by the definitions of TypesLtaar , TermsLtaar , and the reduction rules. They are too long to be included in this
paper, and will be provided in an extended work. See
(Moschovakis, 2006) for the proof of the Canonical
Form Theorem in Lλar (without polymorphism), corresponding to Theorem 2.
The canonical forms have a distinguished feature
that is part of their algorithmic role: they provide
algorithmic patterns for computations of the denotations of all basic components, i.e., algorithms for semantic computations. The more general terms provide algorithmic patterns represented by sub-terms
for the fundamental computational operators — functional application, λ-abstraction, component values
that are saved in recursion variables upon the recursive computations. The assignments of values to the
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recursion variables of lower ranks provide the specific
basic data that feeds-up the successive computational
steps.
The more general terms and sub-terms classify
language expressions with respect to their semantics
and determine the algorithms for computing their denotations. The canonical forms represent the decomposition of the algorithmic steps to the most basic
ones.
Informally, two terms A, B ∈ Terms are algorithmically equivalent, i.e., algorithmically synonymous,
A ≈ B, iff (a) when A and B have algorithmic senses
(i.e., A and B are proper), then their denotations
(which are equal) are computed by the same algorithm; (b) otherwise (i.e., A and B are immediate), A
and B have the same denotations.

7

FORMAL PRESENTATION OF
MOTIVATION

Now, we shall supplement the above formal definitions with examples and further motivation. The formal system allows flexible choices depending on application needs. For example, we can render the adverb “disturbingly” into a constant disturbingly1 as in
(10), where the type is specific without any parameters.
render

disturbingly −−−→

disturbingly1 : ((e
e → et) → (e
e → et))

(10)

Then, with the rendering (10), we can render the sentence parsing (11a) into the terms in (11b)–(11f):
render

[[Jerry]NP [barks disturbingly]VP ]S −−−→ (11a)
[disturbingly1 (bark)](jerry)
(11b)
⇒ [disturbingly1 (b) where
{b := bark}](jerry)
(ap, rep1)
⇒ disturbingly1 (b)(jerry) where
{b := bark}
(recap)

(11c)
(11d)

⇒ [disturbingly1 (b)( j) where { j := jerry}]
(11e)
where {b := bark}
(ap, rep3)

⇒cf disturbingly1 (b)( j)
(11f)
where { j := jerry, b := bark} (head)

Typically, in the existing systems of computational
semantics and computational grammars that incorporate semantic representations, in order to represent
alternative syntactic categories, type assignments, or
meanings of a lexeme (word), that lexeme is represented in the system by a set of different lexical items,

e.g., by marking a common lexeme sequence with
some label or index, correspondingly. Similarly, we
can render the adverb “disturbingly” into a second
Lλar -constant disturbingly2 as in (12), which is needed
for the same sentence with the alternative parsing in
(13a) and its corresponding interpretation represented
by (13b)–(13f). As in (10) and (11b)–(11f), the types
of the constant disturbingly2 in (12) and the terms in
(13b)–(13f) are specific, without any parameters.
render

disturbingly −−−→ disturbingly2 : (et → et)

(12)

The type of the rendering (12) is suitable for rendering
of the sentence as in (13a)–(13f):
render

[[Jerry [barks]VP ]S disturbingly]S −−−→ (13a)

disturbingly2 bark(jerry)
(ap)
(13b)

⇒ disturbingly2 (b) where
{b := bark(jerry)}
⇒ disturbingly2 (b) where
{b := [bark( j) where
{ j := jerry}]}

(ap, rep3)

(13c)

(13d)
(B-S)

⇒cf disturbingly2 (b) where
{b := bark( j), j := jerry}
≈ disturbingly2 (b) where
{ j := jerry, b := bark( j)}

(13e)
(13f)

While, the above alternative renderings can be appropriate in specific environments, with respect to specific agents, such specific information may not be
available. In such cases it is more adequate to render the sentence into a formal term that is underspecified and open to be instantiated when suitable information is available. We can not render the verb “disturbingly” into a parameter that could be instantiated
either as disturbingly1 or disturbingly2 in the standard
Lλar since every parameter and every constant have
to be of specific types as in (10) and (12). Our extended formal system TTofAR, with parametric types,
formalizes such possibilities, e.g., to render the verb
“disturbingly” to a constant disturbingly of parametric type, as in (14). The variable ζ is a type variable,
which can be instantiated when there is suitable information available.
render
disturbingly −−−→ disturbingly : (e
ζ→e
ζ)

(14)

Note that, instead of assigning a simple type variable
to the constant disturbingly, we have used the underspecified (i.e., parametric) type term (e
ζ→e
ζ), since
we “know” some information about the parametric
type, which we can represent by parametric type expression. The type (e
ζ→e
ζ) is functional and requires
397
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that the term to be modified and the resulted, modified, term to be of the same “unknown” type e
ζ. This
is characteristic for any modifier expressions in artificial and natural languages. In addition, e
ζ ≡ (s → ζ) is
state dependent. One could just use simple, parametric modifier type ζ → ζ).
Then, the sentence can be rendered to an underspecified term as in (15b), where the type of the constant disturbingly is parametric and underspecified.
render

[Jerry barks disturbingly]S −−−→
A where { j := jerry, B := bark,
D := disturbingly}

(15a)
(15b)

When sufficient information is available, the type
variable ζ can be instantiate suitable, either as (e
e → et),
as in (16), or as et. Thus, the already specified term
(16) corresponds to the denotation of the terms in
(11a)–(11f).
type

A where { ζ : = (e
e → et) }{ j := jerry,
(16)
B := bark,
D := disturbingly}
We have presented an example from human language, as a pattern of handling language ambiguities.
Semantic ambiguities are abundant in human languages, and make language processing, understanding, and communications, via computerized system,
one of the difficult areas in theories and applications.
Representing semantic information is particularly difficult, because resolving multiple interpretations is
highly context dependent, and not only inefficient,
but also unpredictable without sufficient context information. In this section, we have presented these
problems with a pattern example, and demonstrated
formalization of ambiguous, multiple interpretations,
computationally, with the type polymorphism of Lta
ar .
Specific interpretations can be obtained from the formal terms, via context and agents providing instantiations.

8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

The notion of referencial intension, which we also
call algorithmic intension, in the languages of recursion, including Lta
ar covers the computational aspect of
the concept of meaning — the algorithmic steps by
which denotations are computed. The algorithmic intension, Int(A), of a meaningful term A is the tuple of
functions (a recursor) that is determined by its canonical form cf(A) ≡ A0 where {p1 := A1 , . . . , pn := An }.
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Thus, the languages of recursion offer a formalisation of semantic layers: denotations and algorithmic
steps for computation of denotations. When specific denotations depend on context information that
is unknown, the algorithms can be represented by Lta
ar
terms in canonical forms with free type and recursion
variable.
Lta
ar =⇒ Type Specification =⇒ Intensions (Algorithms) =⇒ Denotations
|
{z
}

Algorithmic Semantics

Lta
ar ,

By
we have extended, the concept of algorithm to a generalized notion of underspecified algorithm, with respect to polymorphism, and in addition, for acyclic computations, i.e., polymorphic algorithms that potentially close-off, which we consider
unique among theoretic formalizations of semantic
concepts.
We plan to extend the formal system presented in
this paper in two directions. On the theoretical side,
we work on extending the system with other reduction
rules and calculi. Such work broadens the range of
applications of Lλar to computational semantics of human languages, as well as to various areas of AI. E.g.,
we consider that it is important to add constraints over
underspecified types, along other kinds of constraints
over possible instantiations of free recursion variable,
e.g., in the line of (Loukanova, 2013a).
On the application side, we target applications
to computational syntax-semantics interface in natural language processing, e.g., along the lines of
(Loukanova, 2011d; Loukanova, 2011e; Loukanova,
2011a; Loukanova, 2012b) and (Loukanova and
Jiménez-López, 2012). Ambiguities and underspecification are characteristic for human languages.
(Loukanova, 2012a) presented ambiguity among
some human language modifiers. A vast range of ambiguous modifiers require to be rendered with terms
of varying semantic types. The type system in this
paper provides formalization of such underspecification. We work on extending furthermore the expressive power of the formal system Lta
ar introduced in this
paper, for covering other classes of ambiguities.
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